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"We are in this together": Covid-19, the Politcs of Emotons and the Borders of Humanity

Nicola De Martni Ugolot

In a recent interview, the virologist Ilaria Capua argued that epidemics are social rather than 
merely biological phenomena, and stated that "without a doubt we will carry the scars of this on 
our consciousness, more than in our bodies". Capua's positoning is noteworthy, especially as it 
comes from a leading representatve of the "hard sciences", and in a context where the 
assessments on the nature and consequences of Covid-19 have been so far limited to inputs from 
a narrow range of scientfc perspectves (when these are listened at all). 
Capua's words are also important to reiterate that epidemics do not just "happen", and the 
capacity of Covid-19 to do what it's doing is not only due to its "natural" characteristcs. As it turns 
out, Covid-19 pandemic status has been enabled and accelerated by a number of economic, 
politcal, and socio-cultural factors, including, but not limited to the speed of the global transport 
infrastructure, natonal governments' approaches to public health, and the politcal and media 
narratves that shaped the virus as they represented it. 

Considering epidemics as bio-social phenomena thus highlights social sciences' contributon in 
addressing the consequences that the current responses to Covid-19 will have in diferent contexts
and social domains well-beyond the epidemiological dimensions of this crisis. In this post, I will 
address some of the emerging responses to Covid-19 in two countries, Italy and Britain, on which I 
focused my atenton in the last weeks, mostly for personal reasons. Drawing on, and to an extent 
complicatng Capua's remarks, I will engage with Sarah Ahmed's work to interrogate the politcal 
role of emotons in these two countries amidst the pandemic.
Ahmed's work is partcularly relevant to explore this subject, as it challenged framings of emotons
as a private mater coming from individuals' "within", by arguing instead that afectve responses 
play a crucial role in the surfacing of individual and collectve identtes. According to Ahmed 
(2004), this process of individual and collectve formaton takes place by reading "others" as the 
source of an emotonal response (e.g. Fear), and ofen works to bind together the subject to the 
naton. While Ahmed's work focused on the politcs of emotons in relaton to gendered, racialised 
and sexualised bodies, her arguments are relevant to interrogate the emotonally-charged 
narratves and reactons to what could be conceived as a body-less agent such as Covid-19. 

The politcal and public responses to the virus in Britain and Italy have been quick to portray the 
eforts to address the epidemic as a war against an invisible enemy. While ftng to an extent the 
catastrophic scenarios and consequences of the epidemic, these widespread narratves have 
nevertheless two signifcant implicatons. Firstly, they provide Covid-19 with a supposed 
intentonality to invade and harm the naton, thus eliding the anthropic structures and politcal 
responsibilites that enabled and accelerated its spread. Secondly, the representaton of the virus 
as a hateful, invisible enemy works to align together individuals in the common fght against it.
Paraphrasing Ahmed (2004, p. 26), the afectve tone of these narratves is "together we fght, and 
this fght makes us together". This message infuses also the solidarity responses in both countries, 
that in many cases include forms of natonal pride and aim overall to lif the "spirit of the naton" 
in the fght against the virus. However, while contnuously reminding that "we are in this 
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together", war-like narratves and the emotonal responses they elicit raise signifcant questons 
on who really is this "we" that they refer to. In fact, war-like readings of the pandemic seem to 
actually align the stake of this fght with the naton itself. 
This rendering of the epidemic assigns membership to the collectve "we" to those already 
belonging to the naton as citzens, and only partally and contngently to the foreign natonals 
contributng  to this efort. Excluded and made invisible by these narratves and responses are 
those who are socially and spatally  positoned at the margins of the naton, such as 
undocumented migrants, asylum seekers, but also prisoners and the homeless (with all these 
categories ofen intersectng). In this sense, the "unprecedented" politcal and economic 
responses that the Britsh and Italian governments enacted to safeguard the populaton are 
illustratve of politcal and emotonal alignments that distnguish not only the inside and the 
outside of the naton-at-war, but also what lives are "worth less" amid a pandemic.

In Britain, despite partal government provisions for vulnerable groups, charites claimed that up to
one million asylum seekers and undocumented migrants could go hungry during the lockdown 
that signifcantly reduced the operatons of community organisatons supportng these categories. 
In the meanwhile, only legal acton by migrant rights groups forced the Home Ofce to release 
almost 350 detainees with underlying health issues that made them more susceptble to the virus. 
On this, it is worth notng that there is no legal justfcaton for migrants' detenton due to 
widespread travel bans blocking deportatons. In Italy, an emergency decree authorised 
approximately £300 billions worth of public spending to protect businesses, workers and the 
general populaton. Yet, the legislaton did not consider any measure for asylum seekers living in 
overcrowded recepton centres; nor it considered the thousands who became undocumented 
from November 2018, due to the previous government's aboliton of leave-to-remain for asylum 
seekers who did not ft the "refugee" legal defniton, but were stll deemed in need of 
humanitarian protecton. Furthermore, the current epidemic has provided the Italian government 
the justfcaton to stop any humanitarian presence in the Mediterranean, thus denying non-
governmental actors to monitor, denounce and counter increasingly common practces of non-
assistance and unlawful refoulement of asylum seekers' to Lybia. 

The omission of welfare, health and protecton measures for undocumented migrants and asylum 
seekers in Italy and Britain does not point to the tragic, but "inevitable" strains to health and 
welfare provisions during an unprecedented epidemiological crisis. It shows the contnuaton of 
ant-migraton policies and sentments that have routnely dehumanised people seeking sanctuary 
in both countries from the beginning of the 21st century. While the Italian and Britsh governments'
(lack of) acton have put several categories of their own citzens at risk amid the pandemic, these 
categories' rightul claims are widely recognised as public concerns on which the governments and
the citzenry in both countries feel compelled to act. The same cannot really be said for 
undocumented migrants and asylum seekers. In this sense, while both Italy and Britain are 
witnessing widespread mobilisatons to protect the most vulnerable in local communites, the 
almost complete lack of public concern for undocumented migrants and asylum seekers beyond 
human rights circles begs for further exploraton.

To understand this, I consider relevant to observe that way before the arrival of Covid-19 other 
war-like narratves depicted Italy and Britain as under-siege, and urged the populaton in both 
countries to come together to fght the incoming threat. These emotonal narratves depictng 
"swarms" of aliens threatening the naton did not just represent rethorical means that enabled the
success of the Brexit campaign, and the Northern League rise to the 34% in the 2019 electon polls 
in Italy. Rather, again paraphrasing Ahmed, the emotonal responses that these narratves elicited 
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"did things" that went beyond normalising xenophobic language and hostle migraton policies; 
They (re)constructed the boundaries of the naton and of local communites, celebrated imperial 
nostalgias and normalised persistng colonial logics and sentments of diferental humanity. 
Amongst pervasive "we are in this together" messages,  comments from politcal and public 
fgures explained the virus' origins and spread in terms of Chinese cultural and politcal 
"backwardness", while mainstream media hinted that Covid-19 would not be as harmful to 
"African ethnicites" due to supposed bodily and genetc diferences from "Europeans and Asians". 
The emotonal calls to "come together" amid the pandemic do not interrupt constructons of 
diferental humanity embedded in xenophobic public sentments and necropolitcal policies 
regarding asylum seekers and undocumented migrants. Rather, emotonally-charged narratves 
and responses to the epidemic seem to intensify  these efects. While the Italian and Britsh 
governments are taking "unprecedented" measures to assuage the socio-economic impact of the 
epidemic on the populaton, and both natons seem to re-discover a sense of solidarity with the 
most vulnerable members of society, conditons of desttuton, hunger and endagerment are 
simply more tolerable for some human beings than for others.

In this context, it seems more important than ever to support, join and make visible the already 
present responses that counter these processes, and call for the extension of residency rights to 
undocumented migrants and asylum seekers, as already done by Portugal. It is also worth to point 
out that while representng a thought-provoking consideraton, Capua's argument ("we will carry 
the scars of this on our consciousness, more than in our  bodies") misses to recognise whose 
consciousness  and whose bodies we are talking about when assessing the scars lef by this 
pandemic. At a tme in which commentators discuss the potental for more equitable and just 
societes in the post-pandemic-world, the possibilites to realise these scenarios revolves also 
around the resolve to recognise and dismantle the hierarchies of human worth stll embedded in 
"our" Western, democratc consciousness. 
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